Included Items
• (1) Cargo Hammock
• (2) adjustable elastic retention cords

KAMCHATKA
GEAR

The Kamchatka Gear Cargo Hammock attaches to the four grab handles along the edge
of your vehicle’s ceiling and provides a great place to store lightweight items like jackets,
pillows, towels, or bedding. Both the top and bottom sides of the Cargo Hammock have
adjustable elastic retention cords that help keep your items from shifting around too
much.
The top of the Cargo Hammock is the side that you will likely use most often to hold your
gear, but the elastic cord on the bottom side is great for holding damp clothes or towels
(though items hanging from the bottom will likely impede your vision through your
rearview mirror, so it’s best not to drive when you have items hanging there). The bottom
elastic cord is also great for temporarily holding items like sleeping bag stuff sacks or
clothing if you’re sleeping inside of your vehicle.

Some Things to Keep in Mind

CARGO
HAMMOCK

This product requires four grab handles. Most vehicles have two above the front row of
seats and two above the second row of seats. Some vehicles have only three grab handles
(most often missing the one above the driver’s seat), and this product is not designed for
such a vehicle.
The Cargo Hammock is designed to fit most vehicles, but it’s impossible for it to perfectly
fit every vehicle out there. If it doesn’t fit your vehicle, you can return the product and get
a full refund.
Depending on where the Cargo Hammock is positioned in your vehicle, the heads of the
people sitting in the front or rear seats may rub up against the bottom side of the product.
Do not over-tighten the adjustable corner straps, as this could break or otherwise damage
the grab handles.
WARNING: Do not put heavy or hard items in the Cargo Hammock. Don’t put
anything up there that would hurt you if it flew out and hit you in the head in the
event of an accident.
WARNING: Depending on how high the ceiling of your vehicle is and how tall you
are, the Cargo Hammock and/or the items in it may partially obstruct your view
through the rearview mirror and out the back window of your vehicle.
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Installing the Cargo Hammock
The Cargo Hammock features one attachment strap at each corner. Note that two of the
straps along one of the long sides of the Cargo Hammock are longer, and the two straps
on the opposite side are shorter. For most people and most vehicles, the shorter straps
should be clipped around the rear pair of grab handles, and the longer straps should be
clipped around the front pair of grab handles. If you prefer, you may switch it around so
that the long straps are clipped around the rear grab handles, and the shorter straps are
clipped around the front grab handles. Having the longer straps clipped around the front
grab handles helps ensure that the Cargo Hammock doesn’t get in the way of the heads
of the people in the front seats. See Figure 1.
Figure 1. The upper
image shows how most
people will want to
configure their Cargo
Hammock (with the
longer straps clipped
around the front pair
of grab handles). The
lower image shows
the Cargo Hammock
reversed, which is an
alternate choice that
may or may not work
better for you.

Figure 2. A corner attachment strap clipped around one of the interior grab handles. Note that the plastic
buckle to the right of the D-ring is facing downward. This is the correct orientation.

Figure 3. The excess webbing on a corner attachment strap looped back onto itself several times and
tucked into the elastic retaining loop.

back onto itself and secure it with the elastic retaining loop that is on each corner
attachment strap. See Figure 3.
6. Attach one of the elastic retention cords to the bottom of the Cargo Hammock as
shown in Figure 4, and then attach the second cord to the top of the Cargo Hammock in
the same way. You’re all done!

The instructions below assume that you are going with the upper configuration shown
in Figure 1. If you are going with the lower configuration, replace “longer straps” with
“shorter straps” and vice versa (as necessary) in the instructions below.
To install the Cargo Hammock in your vehicle, do the following:
1. Unclip the plastic buckle on each of the four corner attachment straps.
2. Loop each of the two longer straps around the front grab handles and clip each buckle
back to its other half. See Figure 2. The slightly lighter side of the Cargo Hammock—
the side where you can see the edges folded over—is the top and should be facing the
ceiling, and the slightly darker side of the Cargo Hammock is the bottom.
3. Loop the two shorter straps around the rear grab handles and clip each of the two
buckles back together with their respective other halves.
4. Tighten or loosen all of the buckles as necessary. Most people will want to tighten (by
pulling the free ends) the rear (shorter) attachment straps to be as short and as close
to the grab handles as possible. Then the front (longer) straps can be adjusted. (Visit
KamchatkaGear.com to view a video of the installation process.) Remember, do not
tighten the straps so much that you break your grab handles!
5. Once you have all corners tightened to your satisfaction, fold or roll the excess webbing

Figure 4. To attach the elastic retention cords, take one of the cords and clip it into two of the corner clips
on one side of the bottom of the Cargo Hammock (as shown in the first image above). Twist the cord (as
shown in the second image) and clip the resulting loop into the third and fourth corner clips (as shown
in the third image above). You can adjust the tension of the cords by pulling the ends through the toggle.

Thanks for your purchase! Check out our other products, leave a review, or get in touch at KamchatkaGear.com.
We’d love to see pics of your Kamchatka Gear products in action. Send them on over to
hello@kamchatkagear.com or tag us on Instagram (@kamchatkagear).

